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Abstract
We obtain an infinite family of hyperbolic knots in a solid torus which admit half-integral,
toroidal and annular surgeries. Among this family we find a knot with two toroidal and annular
surgeries; one is integral and the other is half-integral, and their distance is 5. This example realizes
the maximal distance between annular surgery slopes and toroidal ones, and that between annular
surgery slopes. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Results
A 3-manifoldM is toroidal or annular if M contains an essential (i.e., incompressible,
∂-incompressible and nonboundary parallel) torus or an essential annulus, respectively.
Let K be a knot in a 3-manifold M . A slope of K is the isotopy class of an essential
simple closed curve on ∂N(K). The slope of a meridian of K is denoted by µ. The
distance ∆(γ1, γ2) of slopes γ1, γ2 on ∂N(K) is the minimum of |c1∩c2| where [ci] = γi.
A slope γ is integral (respectively half-integral) if ∆(γ, µ) = 1 (respectively ∆(γ, µ) =
2). We denote by M(K; γ) the manifold obtained from M by Dehn surgery on K along
slope γ; simply denote M(K; γ) by (K; γ) if M ∼= S3.
It is well known that if K is a hyperbolic knot in M , then M(K; γ) is nonhyperbolic
(e.g., reducible, ∂-reducible, toroidal, or annular) only for finitely many slopes γ. One
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way of studying these “exceptional” surgeries is to find upper bounds of the distances
between exceptional slopes. Regarding the distance between an annular surgery slope γ1
and a toroidal/annular surgery slope γ2, Gordon [5] proved ∆(γ1, γ2) 6 5 in each case.
We show that this bound is best possible.
Proposition 1.1. Let K ∪ c be the Whitehead sister link illustrated in [2, Fig. 3], where
c is the unknotted component. Let V = S3 − intN(c), a solid torus. Then V (K; γi)
are toroidal and annular for an integral slope γ1 and a half-integral slope γ2 with
∆(γ1, γ2) = 5.
Gordon and Wu [7] independently obtained Proposition 1.1. They furthermore proved
that if M(K; γ1) is toroidal, M(K; γ2) is annular and ∆(γ1, γ2) = 5, then M− intN(K)
is homeomorphic to the exterior of the Whitehead sister link. In the course of proving
Proposition 1.1 we obtain:
Proposition 1.2. There is an infinite family of hyperbolic knots kl (l > 3) in a solid torus
V such that (1) each kl admits a half-integral, toroidal and annular surgery, (2) V − kl
is not homeomorphic to V − km if l 6= m, and (3) kl ⊂ V is a closed braid of index
2l− 1.
Regarding the distance between a ∂-reducing slope and a toroidal/annular slope, Gor-
don and Luecke [6] and Gordon and Wu [8] have recently proved that 2 is the best
possible upper bound. Proposition 1.2 shows that the maximal bound is realized by in-
finitely many examples; this is in contrast to the distance between a toroidal slope and
an annular slope.
Our method of finding a toroidal and annular surgery of a solid torus is as follows.
Let K be a knot in S3 such that (K; γ) contains an essential torus T . Then find a simple
closed curve c ⊂ S3 − K such that (1) c is unknotted in S3, and (2) c, viewed in
(K; γ), is disjoint from T . It follows that V (K; γ) contains an essential torus T , where
V = S3 − intN(c) is a solid torus. If one side, W , of T in (K; γ) is Seifert fibered,
choose c so that (3) c is a regular or exceptional fiber of W . Then V (K; γ) contains
an essential annulus as a vertical annulus of a Seifert fibration of W − intN(c). For
this scheme we use Eudave-Mun˜oz’ knots k(l,m, n, p) [3] with half-integral toroidal
surgeries.
2. Proofs
Let l, m, n be integers satisfying m 6= 0, l 6= 0,±1, (l,m) 6= (2, 1), (−2,−1), and
(m,n) 6= (1, 0), (−1, 1). Take trivial knots k, c1 as described in Fig. 1; B in Fig. 1 is a
3-ball such that (B,B∩k) is the 1/0-rational tangle. (We parametrize rational tangles by
Q∪{1/0} as in Bleiler [1].) Let pi :S3 → S3 be the double cover of S3 branched along k.
A core of the solid torus pi−1(B) in S3 is the knot k(l,m, n, 0) defined by Eudave-Mun˜oz
[3]. Let c be a component of pi−1(c1), a simple closed curve in S3 − k(l,m, n, 0).
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Eudave-Mun˜oz gives another description of his knots: k(l,m, n, 0) is obtained from a
trivial knot k1 after doing l-twisting along an annulus L, m-twisting along an annulus
M , and then −1/n-Dehn surgery on a trivial knot Jn [3, Theorem 3.2]. Our c is the
image of a preferred longitude of Jn after these operations; see [9, Lemma 6.3 and
Fig. 6.9]. Since Jn does not intersect L ∪M ∪ k1, Jn remains unknotted after these
twistings along the annuli L, M . Hence, c is a trivial knot, and k(l,m, n, 0) is obtained
from k(l,m, 0, 0) after −1/n-surgery on c.
Replacing the tangle (B,B ∩ k) by the 1/2-rational tangle changes k into a knot, k′,
expressed as a sum of two prime tangles; see Fig. 2 below and Fig. 5 in [3].
Fig. 1.
Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3.
The sphere P in Fig. 2 splits k′ into two Montesinos tangles (B1, t1), (B2, t2). Each
tangle is not rational, but a partial sum of two rational tangles; in Fig. 3, this is de-
scribed only for the Montesinos tangle (B2, t2) with c1 ⊂ B2. The double cover of S3
branched along k′ is obtained from S3 by Dehn surgery on k(l,m, n, 0) along the slope
r corresponding to the 1/2-tangle (B,B ∩ k′). Note ∆(r, µ) = 2.
It follows that:
Lemma 2.1 [3, Theorem 2.1(b)]. For some half-integral slope r, M = (k(l,m, n, 0); r)
contains a separating, incompressible torus T = pi′−1(P ), where pi′ :M → S3 is the
double cover branched along k′. Each side of T in M is a Seifert fibered manifold over
a disk with two cone points.
Note that the simple closed curve c can be regarded as a knot in M , and then c∩T = ∅.
We furthermore show that:
Proposition 2.2. Let r, M, T be as in Lemma 2.1.
(1) c ⊂M is an exceptional fiber of a Seifert fibration of M − T .
(2) k(l,m, n, 0)∪ c is a hyperbolic link in S3.
(3) The knot K = k(l,m, n, 0) in the solid torus V = S3 − intN(c) is hyperbolic.
V (K; r) is toroidal and annular.
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Fig. 4.
Proof of Proposition 1.2. Set kl = k(l, 1, 1, 0), where l > 3. By Proposition 2.2(3),
kl is a hyperbolic knot in the solid torus V = S3 − intN(c) admitting a half-integral,
toroidal and annular surgery. By [3, p. 57], kl ⊂ V is a closed braid of index 2l − 1.
Then, by Gabai [4, Corollary 3.3], V − kl (l > 3) are pairwise nonhomeomorphic. 2
Proof. (3) follows from (1) and (2). By Claim 7.2 in [9], k(l,m, 0, 0)∪ c is hyperbolic.
This implies (2). It thus remains to show (1).
Let pi′ :M → S3 be the double cover branched along k′. Then M is a union of two
Seifert fibered manifolds pi′−1(B1), pi′−1(B2) glued along T = pi′−1(P ). The manifold
pi′−1(B2) is a union of two solid tori pi′−1(Wi), i = 1, 2, glued along an annulus;
the cores of pi′−1(Wi) are the exceptional fibers of pi′−1(B2). Let us observe that c ⊂
pi′−1(W2) is isotopic to a core of pi′−1(W2). Take a 3-ball W ′2 ⊂ intW2 so that W ′2
contains “n half twists”, and c1 ⊂ ∂W ′2 as in Fig. 4. Since(
W2 − intW ′2, (W2 − intW ′2) ∩ s2
) ∼= (S2 × I, {p1, p2, p3, p4} × I),
where pi ∈ S2, the solid torus pi′−1(W ′2) is a tubular neighborhood of a core of pi′−1(W2).
Now c, a component of pi′−1(c1), is a longitude of pi′−1(W ′2). It follows that c is isotopic
to a core of pi′−1(W ′2). 2
Remark. Eudave-Mun˜oz [3] finds a couple of slopes γ such that M = (k(l,m, n, 0); γ)
are Seifert fibered manifolds. For these Seifert fibered manifolds M , the argument similar
to the above shows that c becomes a regular or exceptional fiber of M if (l,m, n) 6=
(2, 2, 0) [9, Proposition 6.2(1)].
Proof of Proposition 1.1. Let Kn = k(2,−1, n, 0). [3, Proposition 1.1(g)] shows that
replacing the tangle (B,B ∩k) in Fig. 1 by the −2-rational tangle changes k into a knot
expressed as a sum of two Montesinos tangles. This implies that (Kn;w) is toroidal
for some integral slope w [3, Theorem 2.1(g)]; each side of an incompressible torus in
(Kn;w) is Seifert fibered. By the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 2.2(3)
we see that c is an exceptional fiber of a Seifert fibered piece of (Kn;w). Hence, the
hyperbolic knot Kn in the solid torus S3 − intN(c) admits two toroidal and annular
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surgery slopes r, w. The slope r is half-integral, w is integral, and ∆(r, w) = 5 [3,
Theorem 2.1].
The proposition follows from the fact that K1∪c is the mirror image of the Whitehead
sister link, which is essentially proved in [3]. In [3, p. 56], the author observes that
k(3, 1, 0, 0)∪c is the Whitehead sister link, and also checks that k(3, 1, n, 0) is the mirror
image of K1−n. This orientation reversing homeomorphism of S3 mapping k(3, 1, n, 0)
to K1−n sends the n-half-twist box in a diagram of the former to the −n-half-twist box
in a diagram of the latter. Since c1 in Fig. 1 is a “meridian” of the n-half-twist box, it
follows that the link k(3, 1, n, 0)∪ c is the mirror image of K1−n ∪ c. 2
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